
Year 11 Topic List 2020-2021
Autumn Term

Use order of operations

Use inverse operations to solve problems

Use rounding to estimate answers to problems

Revise circle vocabulary and finding circumference and area

Revise angles including using parallel lines

Revise angles in triangles, quadrilaterals and polygons

Revise use of Pythagoras theorem

Use trigonometry in right angles triangles to find angles and 

side lengths

Understand y=mx+c and links to parallel and perpendicular 

lines

Find the equation of a line joining two points or one point 

and a gradient

Use the probability scale

Use equally likely outcomes for probability

Record and understand relative frequency

use probability to find expected outcomes

Use sample space and listing outcomes

Draw Venn diagrams and use to find probability

Draw and use two way tables to find probabilities

Use addition law for probability

Draw and use tree diagrams

Use the mulitplication law and understand conditional 

probability

genrate simple sequence given a nth term rule

Find the nth term rule for linear sequences

Find the formula for a sequence genrated from a diagram or 

word problem



Identify and find rule for simple quadratic sequences

Recognise special sequences such as triangle, square and 

cube numbers and the Fibonacci sequence

Recall and use standard formulae

Find gradient and y intercept of a straight line

Revision of area of rectilinear shapes and those drawn on 

coordinate grids

Find the distance between two points

Use Pythagoras to find perimeter of shapes draw on a graph

Find gradients in varouos contexts such as conversion 

graphs and rates of change

Find the velocity on a distance time graph

Construct and interpret graphs in real life context

Recognise and interpret graphs illustrating direct and 

inverse proportion



Foundation Tier
Spring Term

Reflections

Rotations

Translations including using column vectors

Enlarge a shape give a postive scale factor and centre of 

enlargement

Indentify centres of enlargements and scale factors

Use fractional scale factors

Indentify intercepts and using symmetry the turning 

points of a quadratic function

Find the roots of a quadratic equation algebraically

Sketch quadratic graphs

Interpret simple expressions as functions with inputs 

and outputs

Use function machines in reverse direction

Apply successive functions

Define sequences as functions machine operations

Use table of values to plot linear/quadratic functions

use table of values space plot cubic graphs

Understand vector additon and subtraction

Understand scalar multiplication of vectors

Represent a 2D vector as a column vector and draw 

column vectors on a grid





Summer Term

Preparation for exams and consolidation

Revision Materials available include:

www.mymaths.co.uk

www.corbettmaths.com

All students have graded exam question booklets used 

in PD lessons

Past papers will be printed and made available

Assessments:

October half term

December Trial Exams

February half term

http://www.mymaths.co.uk/
http://www.corbettmaths.com/



